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STRUCTURE OF PRESENTATION

• Scale of informality in Indian economy; reasons thereof historical – but changing 

• This Forum will focus on the experiences of integrated approach to formalizing enterprises as expressed 
in six points under Article 25 of R204. They are:

a)   business entry reforms – Ease of Doing Business rules

a) simplified tax and contributions assessment and payment regimes – GST;

b) access to public procurement

c) access to inclusive financial services; 

d) access to entrepreneurship training, skills development and tailored business development services; 

e) access to social security coverage. 
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INFORMALITY IN INDIA THE HIGHEST AMONG EMERGING MARKET 
ECONOMIES (EX SSA) – BUT CAN BE CHANGED EASILY

• Informality defined as those without Social Insurance 

• In 2004-5, 85% of Non-Agri workforce was informal; in 2011-12 it was still 85.4% (incl

agriculture share of informal workforce is 92% of total WF)

• Social insurance for informal workers v easily implementable – fiscally feasible
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WHY IS INFORMAL SHARE OF WORKFORCE ‘OFF THE CHART’ 
COMPARED TO OTHER EMERGING MARKET ECONOMIES: 

POLICY INDUCTED PATTERN OF GROWTH

• Pattern of growth affecting demand for surplus labour – 2nd Plan Mahalanobis-Feldman 

model – heavy industries first – state-led capitalism

• Agriculture a ‘bargain sector’; SSIs were to be non-agri sector’s labour absorber; 

• The Impact of Pattern of growth on dem for lab – reservation of products for SSI/cottage 

industries – corporates could create small units, but not produce reserved products

• Import-substituting industrialization inward-looking, rather than the East Asian X-

oriented lab-intensive manfg – took too long to change (1991)

• Supply of labour – education level of workforce; neglect of school ed, focus on hi ed
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EASE OF DOING BUSINESS

• World Bank rankings: in 2014 India was 142 in global league table of 187 countries

• Emphasis on improving EOB resulted in rise to 100 in 2017 (but 2 Metros!)

• But across the country, States of India are competing on EOB – state-wise ranking

• Is this going to result in formalization of informal firms?
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ON DEFINITIONS OF FORMALITY: ILO AND INDIA

• ILO  has historically had 2 defs: informal enterprises (firm-centric) & informal work (worker-
centric).  India too has the same definitions: the firm-centric one is called ORGANIZED (>10 
workers) for formal, UNORGANIZED (<10 workers) for informal (national (statistical) 
definition of informal enterprises)

• Most ORGANIZED units will be indirect tax payers; most UNORGANIZED units will not be

• Worker-centric def of Informality refers to lack of social insurance: so many ORGANIZED 
unit workers may not (or may) have SI – declining share of ORG units have SI

• A indirect tax reform is transforming informal to formal – on both definitions

• Participants from other countries may not be so familiar with the formalisation work in India, 
so information on why the GST has been introduced. What problem it was aiming to address? 
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WHY GOODS & SERVICES TAX IS A GAME-
CHANGER? INPUT TAX CREDIT

• What is it? You can’t punish a man twice for the same crime, says the law. Same principle applies to taxation of goods 
and services? Enter ‘input tax credit’ (ITC). Basic premise is that taxing the same thing twice is not fair. To avoid double 
taxation on items used as inputs to make other items, credit of taxes paid on inputs can be taken by maker of next item 
while paying tax on the output. If tax paid on inputs is higher than tax on output, the excess can be claimed as a refund’ 
Input tax credit is also available to traders on goods bought for sale/resale

• Till 1 July 2017, input tax credit was available for taxes such as Central Excise duty, VAT (which varied by State), CST 
(Central Sales Tax) and service tax. But several ifs and buts as to which of the taxes can be set off against each other.

• GST important as the integration of several indirect taxes under GST will make life easier for companies  to 
claiming input tax credit. Earlier cud not take credit for some  taxes they pay, against the final produce. Eg, consumer 
companies’ spend on advertising can be offset against tax paid  under GST. This was not allowed under the previous law.

• 2nd, GST rules for claiming ITC has been tightened to avoid frauds or revenue leakage for government. The buyer 
cannot get ITC unless the supplier has actually paid the relevant tax or claimed input credit. 

• Why should WE care? Primarily because the goods and services you buy could get cheaper. Without ITC, there is a 
‘cascading’ effect of taxes. 

• Erstwhile unregistered (for tax purposes) firms will get a tax history, so potential for access to institutional (as opposed 
to non-inst) credit – reducing credit cost
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GOODS & SERVICES TAX – TRANSFORMATIVE FOR 
FORMALITY

• GST on 1 July 2017. GST is levied at every step in the production process, but is 

refunded to all parties in the chain of production other than the final consumer. Goods 

and services are divided into five tax slabs for collection of tax - 0%, 5%, 12%,18% and 

28% (luxury, demerit) GST replaces the State VAT, Central Excise, Service Tax & some 

indirect taxes into a single, broad-based, comprehensive tax levied on goods and services. 

Replaces multiple VAT rates of States of India, unifying India into a national market

• Large increase in number of indirect taxpayers; many have voluntarily chosen to be part 

of GST, especially small enterprises that buy from large enterprises and want to avail 

themselves of input tax credits;
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INCREASE IN NUMBER OF INDIRECT TAX PAYERS SPELLS 
GROWING FORMALITY OF ERSTWHILE INFORMAL FIRMS

• India’s formal sector non-farm payroll is substantially greater than currently believed. Formality defined in terms 
of social security provision yields an estimate of formal sector payroll of about 31% of the nonagricultural work 
force; formality defined in terms of being part of the GST net suggests a formal sector payroll of 53% (Ministry 
of Finance, 2018)

• in Dec 2017, there were 9.8 million unique GST registrants, slightly more than total indirect tax registrants 
under old system. But the two numbers are not comparable: registrants in old system were not unique, since 
many taxpayers were registered under several taxes. Adjusting the base for double and triple counting, GST 
increased number of unique indirect taxpayers by >50% - a substantial 3.4 million.

• One of many benefits of GST was the voluntary compliance it would elicit. About 1.7 mn registrants who were 
below the threshold limit of Rs 2 mn turnover pa (and hence not obliged to register) BUT chose to do so. 
Indeed, out of the total estimated 71 million non-agriculture enterprises, around 13% are regd for GST
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GST & INFORMALITY

• Formality can be defined in at least two senses. First, when firms are providing some kind of 

social security to employees. In India, government provides this for its employees, and 

Employees’ Provident Fund Organization (EPFO) provides it to private sector employees for 

pensions and provident funds; and Employees’ State Insurance Corporation (ESIC) in respect 

of medical benefits.  EPFO contribution is mandatory for industries employing  >20 workers, 

and whose monthly wage/salary is <Rs. 15,000. Above that level, contributions are voluntary. 

Jan-June17 registrations jumped between March-July 17 by 10mn because of this.

• A second definition of formality is when firms are part of the tax net. Since new data on the 

GST is available, one can define tax formality as firms having registered under the GST. 
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GST AND GROWING FORMALITY

• Formal non-farm payroll from a social security perspective is estimated at about 75 MN, or 
31% of non-agricultural WF. This estimate includes government non-farm payroll (center and 
states), which is roughly estimated at 15 MN (excluding defence personnel).

• The formal nonfarm payroll from a tax definition implies that nearly 53% of the non-
agricultural workforce (240 million) is in the formal sector. (Ministry of Finance 2018) 

• CEA Subramaniam: the revenue garnered by GST has exceeded all expectations with a tax 
buoyancy of 1.2 rather than 1 — that is, indirect type taxes normally increase at the same 
rate as nominal GDP.  What is remarkable is that GST tax revenue has increased at a rate 20% 
faster than traditional indirect taxes.. And that was in the first eight months of implementation, 
when implementation problems were immense. Hence potential huge!
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GOVERNMENT ENCOURAGING FORMALIZATION 
THROUGH INCENTIVES

• Historically, evasion of EPF by employers is widespread, given poor enforcement of labour 

laws. The present government, in its efforts to formalise employment, has incentivised 

employers to enrol workers under EPF by offering to make employers’ contribution to the 

social security scheme for three years, thus boosting enrolment. 

• Maharashtra, for instance, as an additional labour welfare measure, has widened the ambit of EPF to 

include all power-loom workers (irrespective of the size of the enterprise), boosting formal sector 

employment. Such measures, however temporary, may enlarge the formal sector size but cannot be 

counted as new jobs created.

• Since Sept 2017 EPFO registration data has been released monthly: half a mn new regn means 

as manyformal jobs every month – big difference to overall wellbeing ove workers.
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PUBLIC PROCUREMENT & MSME

• MSME Development Act 2006 – specified M-S-M thresholds by size of capital investment

• Preference in procuring Govt tenders: Pub Procurement Policy for MSEnterprises Order 2012 
that Central Govt shall procure min of 20% of their total annual value of goods/services from 
MSEs (mandatory => April 2015)

• Protection against delay in payment from Buyers: must not exceed 45 days, delay liable to right 
of interest

• In the quota of 20 percent of annual procurement, 4 percent is earmarked for the ST/SC 
owned MSEs, and a procuring entity has to report procurement compliances in its annual 
report. An MSE quoting price within the price band of L1+15 percent will be allowed to 
supply by bringing down its price to L1 price.
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ACCESS TO INCLUSIVE FINANCIAL SERVICES: 
BANK ACC+ INSTITUTIONAL CREDIT

• 2013: Share of urban population that had a bank account was 55%; in rural pop it was 45%

• 2017: 310 mn new bank accounts opened; despite duplication (one person holding >1 ac), this ensured all 220 
mn households had at least one bank acc – all rural/urban hhold

• In principle, they had an overdraft facility of Rs 5000 – so credit (BUT v few took overdraft)

• However, since majority of ac are in pub sector banks, they were given access to personal loans (non-
collateralised): MUDRA individual loans for consumption/productive uses 

• Average size of loan Rs 17000 ($250) in 2105-16, rose to Rs 47000 in 2016-17 – not enough to conduct a real 
business

• Vast majority of small-marginal farmers (i.e. informal) do not borrow from institutional sources – 84% of all 
cultivators; majority of borrowers from institutional sources are medium-large farmers (holding over 2 hac)
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IMPACT OF DEMONETIZATION?

• Demonetization of largest denomination Rs 500/1000 notes on 8 Nov 16; aim: cash preferred means for

‘transactions demand for money’ in informalized economy. So goal: reduce cash holdings – reduce

corruption, widen direct tax net, less cash = more formal ! Devastating impact on informal

economy/workers for a yr – less effect on organized sector, more on unorganized units/workers.

Workers with bank A/Cs paid by cheque – so some v limited formalization.

• BUT Cash is back. Facts? At time of demon, cash with public (July-September 2016 was Rs 16.6 trln)

(‘Black Cash’), Comparing level of currency with public as % of cash and demand deposits (M1), at 62%,

or17% above norm for developing economies. In 2018 Q1 cash was Rs 17.1 trillion. As a ratio of M1,

however, this is 56% for latest quarter (2018Q1) down by 8% from pre-demon quarter (2016Q3). OR

13.4% of the GDP in 2016Q3, it is now 11.3%, or a decline of 16%. So cash to GDP levels today are 16%

lower than before demonetisation.
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ACCESS TO ENTREPRENEURSHIP TRAINING, SKILLS 
DEVELOPMENT AND TAILORED BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

SERVICE

• Skill dev are available to all – regardless of aspiration for formal or informal empl

• Real bottleneck is poverty creates two constraints on accessing formal skill dev: 1.  

financial cost of training; 2. opportunity cost of not being in the labour market

• Hence, majority of school drop outs join informal work, becoming informal apprentices –

acquiring on-the-job training (often without even stipend)

• Those who acquire formal TVET, usually join short-term training, but wage premium of 

short term trng is small 
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SOCIAL SECURITY FOR INFORMAL WORKERS 
PROPOSED – COSTING UNDERWAY

• 15 laws relating to SI consolidated into one Code – on MOLE website

• Objective is to incrementally provide SI for all workers who are informal – whether in 

organized or unorganized sector

• Objective is to start with a top-down+botto-up approach: the poor informal workers will 

be covered with premiums paid by the govt
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INFORMALITY FALLING, BUT OTHER POSITIVE 
CHANGES AFOOT!

• Absolute fall in numbers in agri – slow structural transformation: 60% to 47%

• Rising share of non-agricultural empl – 53% (25% industry; 28% services, 

modern serv)

• Small rise in share of manfg employment ; but large rise in non-manfg empl, 

mainly construction
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QUALITY OF EMPLOYMENT IMPROVING IN OTHER 
WAYS

• Rising share of organized employment (Unorganized sector employing <10 workers )

• In 1999-2000 88% of workers were in unorganized sector (incl agriculture); fell to 78% 2011-
12

• Unorg sector empl in total non-agr empl 71% in 2004-5; fell to 65% in 2011-12

• Rising share of regular employment (as opposed to self-empl, casual); share of self-employed fell 
from 56% to 46% over 2004 to 2014 (NSS)

• Rising real wages – falling poverty, both incidence and absolute number

• Rising education level of workforce; TFR fell to 2.2 in 2015

• THANK YOU
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